
Schütte GREY HEXAGONS| Duroplast, Soft
Close

WC sedátko standartních rozměrů. Motiv šestiúhelníky 82392

EAN: 4008431823928

32,04 €
26,70 € bez DPH

Key features of the SCHÜTTE GREY HEXAGONS toilet seat
Toilet seat for all standard-sized WC bowls.
Duroplast toilet seat GREY HEXAGONS, with soft-close mechanism and quick-release
The double soft-close mechanism ensures that the toilet seat closes slowly and quietly
Removable toilet seat with a practical quick-release technology for fast and hygienic cleaning of
the ceramic.
Thanks to the Duroplast material, which is extremely resistant to breakage and scratching, the
toilet seat is particularly durable.
Thanks to the smooth surface with pores, the toilet seat is particularly easy to maintain and clean.
Additional fastening technology with adhesive pads prevents the toilet seat from slipping.
EASY INSTALLATION: Top mounting with tilting toggle anchor

Duroplast
The toilet seat is made of Duroplast composite material. Exceptional strength and durability are ensured
thanks to the combination of thermosetting plastic and fibers.



SOFT-CLOSE
The toilet seat is equipped with a SOFT-CLOSE system. When lowered, the seat smoothly descends
without any risk of damage or unwanted noise. Ideal not only for families with children.

Easy assembly and cleaning
The seat can be removed anytime. You can clean it thoroughly to ensure the highest hygienic standard.
Assembly is very easy, everyone can do it in 5 minutes with the help of the included instructions.

Parts of the packaging:

Instructions



Parameters
Basic parameters
Material: Duroplast
Closing: Soft Close
Distance of mounting holes: 90 - 190 mm
Dimensions, weight and packaging
Included in the package: mounting kit
Warranty: 2 years
The dimensions of the seat outer (W x D): approximately 374 x 453 mm
Dimensions of the seat interior (w x d): approx. 232 x 283 mm
Width of the packaging (cm): 38
Height of packaging (cm): 6
Depth of packaging (cm): 46
Weight including packaging (kg): 2.1 kg
Product TARIC code: 39222000



  

  

  

  


